
I should have tackled at first at that time - regrets in deathbed.
Act now by thinking from the end times: The thought and method in era facing extinction.

The usual slow linear temperature rise is over, now facing steep exponential rise
- era of hell: Will there be a rapid rise in temperature by 2026? !
The world has changed drastically due to the 2020 Corona-Ukraine war, but the climate hell
having already begun would be the ultimate cruel tragedy never seen before.
If everyone truly recognized the coming ultimate crisis, there is no business as usual.
I don't know, Don't let they know, I won't think about it.Those are ruling at present. I ignore it
because it's impossible to save.I thought, but it won't work unless everyone takes action.
→ Someone has to be the source. Having recognized extinction in the future, how to spend
the times in calm?, ..It is ridiculously impossible task . 2023/9/29,30,10/1.
................................................................................................................................................
“Humanity should be exterminated as per the Bible prophecy” is the silent recognition of
Western leaders <status quo>? However, overwhelming part of the Bible structure = Gospel
teaching is to repent = salvation by correcting mistakes. Only final chapter the Revelation is
prophecy of the end times of humanity's fiery hell and their return to God. If you think about it
properly, {repentance ~ revolution} must be righteous.

[1]: An important teach by former salesman Yasuyuki Sato = How to live
without regrets, Counting Backwards from your deathbed.
https://satoyasuyuki.com/profile/
These 20 Regrets From People On Their Deathbeds Will Change Your Life.
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/communication/these-20-regrets-from-people-their-deathbe
ds-will-change-your-life.html
2. I should have taken action and jumped in first.
3. I wish I had paid more attention to the outside world.
10. I wish I had listened to other people more.
17. I wish I had more confidence in myself. 18. I should have trusted my intuition.
“The emotions expressed by the dying are unexpectedly positive.”
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/news/releases/emotions-dying-positive.html

[2]:A simple and powerful question change not only for yourself,but also the world! !
http://777true.net/Asking-and-Confirming-Many-Others-How-Do-You-Recognize-the-Absurd
ity-is-the-Way-to-the-Solution.pdf
Don't you think it's absurd ? Realize your desire and also social change through mutual
question and confirmation communication! !.The world after the 2020 Corona and Ukraine
war is mere drilling for coming real hell. Then you should ask yourself and many others
(colleague).Isn't the current state of affairs strange,absurd?.The confirmation by each others
make you and your friends simultaneously confident to act.It is clear that expanding the
solidarity will lead to social change.
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[3]: Urgently making ocean cloud generation ships , force cooling by the
global deployment, but without caring for side effects! !

❶Extinction Warning by the Experts(AMEG).
Runaway temperature rise by 2026?
https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/search/label/2026
Runaway temperature rise<the causes>.
A strong El Niño combined with high sunspots could cause the global temperature rise to
cross 3°C in 2025.
As temperatures rise, loss of Arctic sea ice and of its latent heat buffer will cause more
heating of the atmosphere, while changes to the Jet Stream will cause more extreme
weather.worldwide forest fires and trash fires could cause huge black carbon to be emitted.

Rising temperatures will result in more water vapor in the atmosphere (7% more water vapor
for every 1°C warming), further amplifying the temperature rise, since water vapor is a
potent greenhouse gas.

As permafrost declines, huge amounts of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide get
released. As the ocean heats up, a huge temperature rise could be caused by releases of
seafloor methane,
..............................................................................................................................................
❷The Interpretation on Temperature rise for non-Experts.
Above may be difficult for non-experts,how ever you could insight it by observing global
temperature rise not by steady linear line,but by steep curving one.

⑴steady linear line.
Constant speed car’s running distance is proportional to time.The essential cause is
time independent constant speed.

⑵steep curving one.
While this means the cause is no more constant,but time dependent.
The actuality is that time itself never effect temperature,but there are something
environment factors that had changed by temperature rise in time axis.
That is serious enough,because temperature rise itself is to cause something
causing more temperature rise.Result enhance cause is positive feedback
or runaway temperature.

Temperature
almost constant
CO2 rise
☞:Even experts,they could not recognize all of the black box.That is,
there could be other unknown bad effect by temperature rise.

Positive
Feedback

https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/search/label/2026


⑶Then everyone want to know the real data and the calculated prediction.
⒜Globally averaged surface air temperature for all months of July from 1940 to 2023.

https://climate.copernicus.eu/july-2023-global-air-and-ocean-temperatures-reach-new-record-highs

2023 is abnormally outstanding.

⒝NASA data
https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v4/
click here→Temperature Anomalies over Land and over Ocean
This graph lost 2023 the hottest year,

⒞AMEG polynomial trend prediction
https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/search/label/2026
Why AMEG warned 2026 is this polynomial trend(by the calculation)
due to the real NASA data 2012/4-2022/3.
*The dots real data shows 11 years solar cycle ?.

⒟polynomial trend.
Choosing the best trendline for your data
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/office/choosing-the-best-trendline-for-your-data-1bb3c9
e7-0280-45b5-9ab0-d0c93161daa8
Author guess that AMEG themselves may have astonished the result 2016 the too rapid.
However it is cool data by polynomial calculation without someone’s intention.

⒠Author’s easy hand writing estimation on 2025
＝2.8℃±fluctuation width?,.......AMEG prediction is not so much.
❶A strong El Niño combined with high sunspots could cause the global temperature rise to
cross 3°C in 2025.
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[ ]: Cooling Earth geo Engineering.
UK Stephen Salter's offshore aerosol spray ship,the biggest weapon in early climate war.
⑴Geoengineering: A Horrible Idea We Might Have to Do
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSu5sXmsur4

⑵How Artificially brightened cloud could stop climate change
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190220-how-artificially-brightened-clouds-could-stop-climate-change

Salter calculates ,300 autonomous ships could reduce global temperatures by 1.5C.
APPENDIX_1;Coarse estimation on solar shielding area for－0.8℃/2years.
→ (1238km)2=100x(123.8kmx123.8km).
→ (1238kmx2)2=400x(123.8kmx123.8km)－1.6℃/1years.
☞:Low latitude region is advantageous in insolation input.

⑶Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
Pinatubo injected about 15 million tons of sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere,Consequently, over
the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global temperature of about 1
degree F (0.6 degrees C).
⑷Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming.2018/11/13
http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/366/1882/3989.full#sec-7
Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-17400804
⑸Stephen Salter’s video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HiLE2c-FtC8
Stephen Salter’s early times thesis.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/253618748_Simulations_of_a_Demonstration_of_
Cloud_Albedo_Change

⑹Arctic Cooling Technology.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
⑺Allan Savory: How to Green the Desert and Reverse Climate Change
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpTHi7O66pI
This is a miracle !!

⑻Author pages.
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MA
KING-MACHINE.pdf
Sprayed aerosol(salt is good)absorbs water vapor and gains the heat causing buoyancy.
toward Cloud Making in the sky.
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⑼Engineering the general in climate war-times.
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
⑽Arctic Cooling Technology.
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
This is Nares Strait Inlet(width=20km),to where massive colder(water&ice)flow are coming in
toward the outlet→Davis strait→Pacific Ocean.
This acts deadly Arctic Warming by(～7W/m2?).
Arctic Warming by Heat Debt=4W/m2.
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[5]: Tesla,s Free Energy Engineering.
This may become the biggest weapon in all through climate war-times.
Introducing the Projet<Input=1050W generates output=2015W>>
http://jnaudin.free.fr/gegene/gegene06en.htm
In the GEGENE the flat bifilar coil is electromagnetically coupled with the main flat coil of the induction

cooker and acts as the secundary coil for the output. The driving and the controlling are fully done by the

main electronic controller of the induction cooker itself. So, no special electronic equipment or laboratory

measurement tools are required here to succeed in this experiment. You need only : an induction cooker, a

dual flexible wire (speaker wire or grid wire) and some electrical connectors and plugs. At the GEGENE

ouput you must connect resistive and non inductive loads such as halogen lamps... The total load power at

the output must be at least 1500 W or more.

Output power=150vx13.45A=2015W
Input power=1050W

http://jnaudin.free.fr/gegene/gegene06en.htm


APPENDIX_1;Coarse estimation on solar shielding area for”－0.8℃/2years”.
Author is not expert on this problem,however this is decisive problem.This is an example
calculation,but not for the actual case.

⑴(Temperature down/year)xEarth heat capacity=Total heat output by solar reflection.
(dT(t)/dt)＝4πR2Y‧ΔF/CG.
⑵4πR2Y=4π(6378x103m)2 3500x50x365s=4x1023m2s=earth surface area xyear time-s
⑶CG=8.82x1023J/K~1x1024J/K=Earth heat capacity.

⑷solar input:(F0/4)(1－a)＝(1.4kW/m2/4)(1－0.3)=245W/m2.
..→(1.4kw/m2/4)x0.003=1W/m2＝ΔF

⑸(dT(t)/dt)＝4πR2Y‧ΔF/CG＝ΔFx0.4Km2s/J＝1W/m2x0.4Km2s/J=0.4K/y.
⑹all earth albedo 1% rise ΔF 1W/m2.→ 0.4K/y.

⑺mirror cloud area＝4πR2x0.003=4π(6378x103m)2x0.003=1.5x1012m2=(1238km)2.
⑻100fleet cloud making ship and the working area 123.8kmx123.8km

APPENDIX_2;World Climate Wartime Regime=WCWR<Enemy in the war is own self>.
People can be changed very rapidly to accept war-time regime,when bullet and bombs are
flying over their head.But as for climate war,they can not be so,even it is supremely serious.
Because,any wars in the past, only human extinction never happened, but climate collapse
is entirely not.People can not accept what they have not actually seen.Especially there are
such circumstances that make people more ignorant on those by silence of climate experts.

Now Author must ask you WCWR is imminent necessary Yes,or No.
Yes,→[2]:A simple&powerful question change not only for yourself,but also the world! !
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://777true.net/How-to-Accomplish-Global-Climate-Action-toward-Effective-Fixing.pdf

☞PS:Author’s bankruptcy might be necessary and this site=777true.net may be stopped or
end.Very thank you for watching his site since 2007,he wish to rebuild this site again.
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